Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

break, drain, eight, flake, holiday, jail, past, shape, spam, stamp, steak, stray, talent, weigh
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

alley, been, chief, desk, east, gently, green, leather, meant, niece, peach, speed, spent, squeeze
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

align, build, deny, diet, flight, grind, height, inch, pilot, ruin, shine, sting, thigh, type
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

broke, coast, crow, globe, goal, gold, growth, host, problem, shock, shop, shown, snow, wrote
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

cute, done, fruit, glue, group, nephew, prove, punish, rescue, smooth, threw, truth, tube, unit
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

crawl, drawn, exalt, false, faucet, fault, frown, howl, launch, mount, pounce, sauce, sound, sprout

(1)  (8)  
(2)  (9)  
(3)  (10)  
(4)  (11)  
(5)  (12)  
(6)  (13)  
(7)  (14)  

Lesson 6 Word Shapes
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

astound, bought, brought, caught, daughter, fought, found, fraught, ground, hound, ought, sought, taught, thought

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

appear, board, career, course, dairy, declare, journey, learn, perhaps, purpose, score, sharp, twirl, worn
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

- railroad
- pinecone
- sunflower
- fingernail
- newspaper
- wheelchair
- fireplace
- tailgate
- homesick
- bedroom
- twenty-one
- get-together
- seat belt
- ice cream

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

`can’t, could’ve, didn’t, don’t, haven’t, I’d, I’m, it’s, I’ve, shouldn’t, wasn’t, won’t, would’ve, you’d`

(1)  (8)
(2)  (9)
(3)  (10)
(4)  (11)
(5)  (12)
(6)  (13)
(7)  (14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

- fleas, themes, rocks, chimneys, rodeos, heroes, buses, fusses, wishes, churches, foxes, boxes, pianos, photos

Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

calves, cliffs, countries, enemies, halves, ladies, leaves, lives, mysteries, roofs, supplies, twenties, wives, wolves

(1)  (8)  (2)  (9)  (3)  (10)  (4)  (11)  (5)  (12)  (6)  (13)  (7)  (14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

cacti, children, corn, deer, fish, geese, mice, moose, octopi, oxen, people, seaweed, sheep, women

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

closer, closest, funnier, funniest, greater, greatest, hotter, hottest, larger, largest, redder, reddest, taller, tallest

(1) (8)
(2) (9)
(3) (10)
(4) (11)
(5) (12)
(6) (13)
(7) (14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

answer, beggar, calendar, chapter, collar, director, doctor, labor, motor, polar, proper, sailor, sugar, weather
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

barrel, battle, candle, eagle, final, metal, model, nickel, pedal, simple, special, title, total, towel

(1)  
(8)  
(2)  
(9)  
(3)  
(10) 
(4)  
(11) 
(5)  
(12) 
(6)  
(13) 
(7)  
(14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

bicycle, decrease, defeat, misbehave, misread, nonsense, octagon, octopus, overdone, overheard, quadrant, triangle, underground, understand
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

actor, builder, colonial, conductor, creation, dental, enjoyment, farmer, illness, kindness, natural, partial, vacation, wooden
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

**disrupt, erupt, geology, geography, metric, metronome, odometer, perimeter, photocopy, photograph, subtract, terrain, territory, traction**
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

beat, beet, blew, blue, dear, deer, pain, pane, pray, prey, sail, sale, wait, weight
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

- fire, bark, foot, rock, iron, change, left,
- pound, bear, trunk, rose, squash, handle, organ

(1)  (8)  
(2)  (9)  
(3)  (10)  
(4)  (11)  
(5)  (12)  
(6)  (13)  
(7)  (14)  

Language Level 4 – Word Shapes Lesson 23
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

bounce, carrot, citizen, country, cymbals, damage, edge, gather, ginger, granted, gymnastics, include, since, yogurt
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

believe, brief, boiler, ceiling, cowboy, destroy, exploit, receipt, retrieve, their, toilet, voyage, weigh, yield
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

compromise, direction, suddenly, following, afternoon, holiday, family, behavior, alphabet, internet, navigate, document, remember, edible
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

belong, bling, blanket, drink, frequent, saint, tempt, swept, scared, scope, skirt, skunk, starve, least
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

sharpen, shape, brush, thirsty, thank, change, challenge, preach, attach, latch, stretch, watch, kitchen, chicken

(1)  (8)  

(2)  (9)  

(3)  (10) 

(4)  (11) 

(5)  (12) 

(6)  (13) 

(7)  (14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

sprain, sprout, shrimp, shrug, strip, strain, square, squat, scramble, scrape, split, splurge, thread, throat

(1)  
(2)  
(3)  
(4)  
(5)  
(6)  
(7)  
(8)  
(9)  
(10)  
(11)  
(12)  
(13)  
(14)  

Language Level 4 – Word Shapes Lesson 30
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

awful, elephant, enough, forever, fossil, freedom, gopher, graph, laugh, nephew, phone, phrase, physical, rough

(1)    (8)

(2)    (9)

(3)    (10)

(4)    (11)

(5)    (12)

(6)    (13)

(7)    (14)
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

anchor, chorus, circus, create, curious, kangaroo, kayak, napkin, nickel, pocket, quality, quiet, snack, squid
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

answer, calf, design, gnaw, honor, hymn, knight, knife, listen, plumber, sword, thumb, wheeze, wrench
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

suffer, shuffle, collar, valley, cattle, mitten, squirrel, mirror, riddle, giggle, pepper, rabbit, tunnel, essay
Use the following word bank to write each word in the correct word shape boxes.

eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth, twenty-first, twenty-second, twenty-third, twenty-fourth

(1)  
(2)  
(3)  
(4)  
(5)  
(6)  
(7)
Answers for the numbered problems are provided here with the exception of the Narration Practice questions.
### Word Shapes; Lesson 1
1. spam  
2. steak  
3. drain  
4. break  
5. weigh  
6. holiday  
7. past  
8. stamp  
9. flake  
10. talent  
11. eight  
12. shape  
13. jail  
14. stray

### Word Shapes; Lesson 2
1. chief  
2. leather  
3. gently  
4. peach  
5. niece  
6. desk  
7. speed  
8. alley  
9. east  
10. been  
11. spent  
12. squeeze  
13. green  
14. meant

### Word Shapes; Lesson 3
1. flight  
2. type  
3. pilot  
4. inch  
5. sting  
6. build  
7. grind  
8. shine  
9. align  
10. thigh  
11. ruin  
12. deny  
13. height  
14. diet

### Word Shapes; Lesson 4
1. coast  
2. goal  
3. wrote  
4. broke  
5. growth  
6. shown  
7. gold  
8. crow or snow  
9. shop  
10. host  
11. problem  
12. globe  
13. snow or crow  
14. shock

### Word Shapes; Lesson 5
1. rescue  
2. tube  
3. prove  
4. glue  
5. done  
6. truth  
7. punish
8. threw
9. nephew
10. cute
11. unit
12. group
13. fruit
14. smooth

Word Shapes; Lesson 6
1. mount
2. drawn or frown
3. crawl
4. launch
5. sound
6. frown or drawn
7. faucet
8. sauce
9. exalt
10. sprout
11. fault
12. false
13. howl
14. pounce

Word Shapes; Lesson 7
1. ought
2. caught or sought
3. astound
4. thought
5. hound or found
6. fraught
7. found or hound
8. brought
9. taught
10. ground
11. daughter
12. bought or fought
13. sought or caught
14. fought or bought

Word Shapes; Lesson 8
1. sharp
2. course or career
3. purpose
4. dairy
5. twirl
6. board
7. learn
8. declare
9. perhaps
10. worn
11. journey
12. career or course
13. score
14. appear

Word Shapes; Lesson 10
1. bedroom
2. tailgate
3. fireplace
4. fingernail
5. pinecone
6. seat belt
7. homesick
8. twenty-one
9. sunflower
10. get-together
11. newspaper
12. wheelchair
13. railroad
14. ice cream

Word Shapes; Lesson 11
1. haven’t
2. I’ve
3. you’d
4. it’s
5. won’t
6. can’t
7. don’t
8. could’ve
9. wasn’t
10. I’d
11. shouldn’t
12. didn’t
13. would’ve
14. I’m

Word Shapes; Lesson 12
1. foxes or boxes or buses
2. rocks
3. heroes or fusses
4. pianos
5. fusses or heroes
6. fleas
7. churches
8. buses or foxes or boxes
9. photos
10. wishes
11. chimneys
12. rodeos
13. boxes or busses or foxes
14. themes

Word Shapes; Lesson 13
1. leaves
2. supplies
3. enemies
4. mysteries
5. twentys
6. ladies
7. countries
8. calves
9. wolves
10. halves

Word Shapes; Lesson 14
1. people
2. oxen or corn
3. cacti
4. children
5. mice
6. deer
7. sheep
8. moose
9. women
10. geese
11. corn or oxen
12. seaweed
13. octopi
14. fish

Word Shapes; Lesson 15
1. closest
2. greater
3. tallest
4. larger
5. closer
6. reddest
7. hotter
8. redder
9. hottest
10. funniest
11. greatest
12. taller
13. funnier
14. largest

Word Shapes; Lesson 16
1. polar
2. collar
3. chapter
4. sugar
5. labor
6. answer
7. proper
8. doctor
9. sailor
10. motor
11. beggar
12. weather
13. director
14. calendar

**Word Shapes; Lesson 17**
1. final
2. title
3. battle
4. pedal
5. candle
6. towel
7. model
8. simple
9. nickel
10. eagle
11. total
12. metal
13. barrel
14. special

**Word Shapes; Lesson 19**
1. understand
2. decrease
3. nonsense
4. misbehave
5. quadrant
6. overdone
7. overheard
8. underground
9. octopus
10. misread
11. bicycle
12. octagon
13. defeat
14. triangle

**Word Shapes; Lesson 20**
1. builder
2. kindness
3. creation or vacation
4. conductor
5. colonial
6. vacation or creation
7. enjoyment
8. partial
9. illness
10. actor
11. dental
12. wooden
13. farmer
14. natural

**Word Shapes; Lesson 21**
1. territory
2. geography
3. perimeter
4. odometer
5. photocopy
6. traction
7. photograph
8. metronome
9. metric
10. disrupt
11. erupt
12. terrain
13. geology
14. subtract

**Word Shapes; Lesson 22**
1. pray or prey
2. beat or beet
3. blew
4. weight
5. beet or beat
6. pain
7. sail
8. blue
9. sale
10. prey or pray
11. dear or deer
12. wait
13. deer or dear
14. pane

**Word Shapes; Lesson 23**
1. handle
2. pound
3. change
4. bark
5. rock
6. squash
7. trunk
8. iron
9. organ
10. foot
11. rose
12. bear
13. fire
14. left

**Word Shapes; Lesson 24**
1. edge
2. include
3. citizen
4. ginger

5. carrot
6. damage
7. cymbals
8. gymnastics
9. since
10. gather
11. bounce
12. country
13. granted
14. yogurt

**Word Shapes; Lesson 25**
1. destroy
2. boiler
3. toilet
4. believe
5. yield
6. exploit
7. retrieve
8. their
9. weigh
10. cowboy
11. receipt
12. ceiling
13. voyage
14. brief

**Word Shapes; Lesson 26**
1. remember
2. navigate
3. afternoon
4. behavior
5. direction
6. following
7. document
8. compromise
9. holiday
10. alphabet
11. edible
12. suddenly
13. internet
14. family

**Word Shapes; Lesson 28**
1. skirt
2. saint
3. least
4. belong
5. frequent
6. blanket
7. scope
8. swept
9. starve
10. drink
11. scared
12. bling
13. skunk
14. tempt

**Word Shapes; Lesson 29**
1. brush
2. thank
3. chicken
4. thirsty
5. latch
6. watch
7. change
8. stretch
9. attach
10. sharpen
11. kitchen
12. preach
13. shape
14. challenge

**Word Shapes; Lesson 30**
1. strain

2. thread
3. shrug
4. sprain
5. split
6. shrimp
7. squat
8. splurge
9. square
10. scramble
11. sprout
12. strip
13. throat
14. scrape

**Word Shapes; Lesson 31**
1. forever
2. nephew
3. freedom
4. phone
5. enough
6. physical
7. elephant
8. graph
9. phrase
10. awful
11. rough
12. laugh
13. gopher
14. fossil

**Word Shapes; Lesson 32**
1. pocket
2. circus
3. snack
4. curious
5. anchor
6. napkin
7. quality
8. kangaroo 14. rabbit
9. quiet
10. nickel
11. create
12. squid
13. chorus
14. kayak

**Word Shapes; Lesson 33**

1. hymn
2. knight
3. honor
4. wrench
5. thumb
6. design
7. plumber
8. listen
9. calf
10. knife
11. sword
12. answer
13. wheeze
14. gnaw

**Word Shapes; Lesson 34**

1. riddle
2. suffer
3. mitten
4. tunnel
5. shuffle
6. squirrel
7. essay
8. valley
9. giggle
10. collar
11. mirror
12. pepper
13. cattle

**Word Shapes; Lesson 35**

1. twenty-first
2. fourteenth
3. seventeenth
4. twenty-third
5. thirteenth
6. twentieth
7. sixteenth
8. twelfth
9. twenty-second
10. nineteenth
11. twenty-fourth
12. eleventh
13. fifteenth
14. eighteenth